
RATES OF REACTIONS COURSEWORK

Category: GCSE Chemistry Coursework Investigation; Title: Rates of Reaction.

Chemical reactions may also gcse reversible and therefore the effect of different variables needs to for
understood and controlled in order to coursework rates yield of desired product e. Your recorded results
should indicate the accuracy of the measuring equipment e. These revision notes on what to mean by reaction
rate? However, the collisions require the particles to hit each other at a certain velocity, and if this velocity if
not reached then the reaction will just not happen. The room temperature could have affected my reaction and
this could be the reason that I have some outliers. If temperature isn't a variable, it must be kept constant. As
soon as the chemicals were in, I started the timer. More on the importance of "Rates reaction Reaction
knowledge":. On my ROR graph, there is a positive correlation. My data was quite accurate because all of my
data follows a particular pattern and the points are all close together. When you have decided on the method,
give a detailed description of how you might carry it out. For example, when my concentration was 1M the
average reaction time was seconds, and then when the concentration was 5M the average reaction time was
seconds. In other words give some detailed ideas on further work that would provide additional relevant
evidence. This graphs represents the sort of results you might get. This makes sure that my experiment runs
smoothly. And supports my conclusion. Clearly indicate why the method would be expected to produce
precise and reliable evidence - the results! Refer to any previous laboratory experience with 'rate of reaction'
experiments which may have helped you decide and design the experimental method. This sets the scene. The
rate of reaction is the rate of loss of a reactant or the rate of formation of a product during a chemical reaction.
How do we go about a rates rates reaction rate investigation 'labs'? A 'use of words' revision note:. For the
hydrochloric acid - sodium thiosulphate reaction think about the precipitate, observing it etc. The hydrochloric
acid - sodium thiosulphate reaction depends on the time for a certain amount of sulphur precipitate to form and
obscuring a marked black X on white paper. Keep the size of my measuring flask is the same size; this should
hopefully make my experiment much fairer and accurate. Chemical or physical change? Chemical reactions
require collisions, and if two sets of particles are moving around quickly there will naturally be more
collisions. The bars of 1M and 2M overlap and this shows that there is no real difference. Graphs All of the
graphs that I drew for this investigation show a negative correlation. Hypothesis: I predict that the higher the
concentration of sodium thiosulphate, the faster the rate of reaction. The state symbol for sulphur dioxide is aq
not g because it is dissolved in water as its original state would be too toxic and corrosive for me to use safely.
Although hydrochloric reactivity of chemical reactants is a significant factor in how fast gcse reactions
proceed, there are many other variables that can be controlled in order to speed them up or slow them down. I
also made sure that the measuring cylinder was on a level surface so that I could clearly see how much liquid I
was putting in to it. The factors to discuss might be: amount of limestone? If I was using solids, I could
investigate surface area and for gases I could investigate pressure In concentration I looked at five different
concentration of HCl The volume of HCl stayed the same; also the volume of sodium thiosulphate stayed the
same, the concentration of sodium thiosulphate stayed the same. A clearly labelled diagram of the method
with a brief outline of how you intend to carry out the experiments - this cuts down on the writing and makes
the scene clear! This was because there was not very much heat. What results can we obtain from rates of
reaction experiments? Rates of reaction vary depending on which chemicals are being used and the activation
energy required.


